
SENIOR PHP DEVELOPER
JOB ID: WD1202

Westum is an international company entirely focused on Digital Commerce. We envision and
seamlessly deliver high-end e-commerce solutions that amplify brands and drive more online sales.
Our mission is to continually acquire and structure relevant expertise enabling us to substantially
contribute to our customer’s success.

We have been consistently growing since 2006 and currently looking for PHP Developer to join our
Delivery Services team based in Belgrade, Serbia. As a Senior PHP developer at Westum you will
participate in development of large scale e-Commerce applications.

TITLE

Senior PHP Developer
Location: Belgrade

Responsibilities:

Provide high quality code solutions to meet client needs in the implementation, enhancement and
support of e-commerce platform centric projects.
Participate in the conceptual and technical application design
Follow the best practices in software development to ensure high quality deliverables
Use object oriented techniques to create reusable, easy to maintain code
Troubleshoot and debug complex functional issues in an e�cient and timely manner
Participate in a daily scrums as part of agile software development methodology

Basic Requirements:

4+ years of PHP development experience
Strong experience with LAMP stack(Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP)
Experience in working with code versioning (GIT,SVN)
Experience in working with web-services (XML,SOAP,REST)
Excellent understanding of Object Oriented programming concepts and design patterns
Fluent English written and verbal communication skills
Excellent documentation skills
Flexibility and desire to assume engineering roles within projects (TL, TA, Scrum Master)
Strong relational database skills (Normalized, EAV)
Functional and display-purpose AJAX skills (jQuery,Prototype)
Functional knowledge of HTML and CSS



PREFERENCES WILL BE GIVEN TO CANDIDATES WITH:

University degree in Information Systems, IT, Computer Science or Engineering
Experience with MVC frameworks (ZEND, Code Igniter, CakePHP, Symfony, etc…)
Passion for improvement and learning about new technologies and software development
practices

WE OFFER:

Competitive salary package
Friendly, fun and open working environment
Professional improvement through certi�cations and exposure to working directly with globally
recognized brands/teams

Westum is an equal opportunity employer. We do not discriminate based on race, age, disabilities,
ethnicity, gender and/or sexual orientation. The anti-discriminatory policies apply to our workplace in
general, and we maintain 0-tolerance policy towards sexual harassment, discrimination, and/or any
other form of abuse at the workplace.

Contact

Please, send your CV to 
hr@westum.com

Deadline for application: November 15th, 2015

westum.com/careers
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